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Abstract. The use of subsystems is fundamental to the modeling of hierarchical
hardware using recurrence equations.  Scheduling adds temporal information to
a system and is thus a key step in the synthesis of parallel hardware from
algorithms.  It determines such things as the placement of pipeline registers, the
latency and throughput of the circuit, and the order and rate that inputs are
consumed and outputs produced.  This paper will show how to extend usual
dependence analysis to derive the additional dependences on the timing
function needed when subsystems are used.

Introduction

The only practical way of representing large, complex designs is by using a structural
hierarchy of modules. In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling structured
hierarchical systems of affine recurrence equations, a problem encountered during the
synthesis of structured parallel hardware from structured recurrence equations.

The interconnection and delays in a system constrain the time when each operation
in the system can be computed. When a system is represented hierarchically,
constraints between the calling system, and the system being called must also be
taken into account when scheduling both systems. These constraints take the form of
dependences between variables. The scheduling of systems of recurrence equations is
based on constraining the coefficients of affine timing functions and then deriving
coefficient values by solving a linear programming problem[4,5]. Scheduling adds
temporal information to a system and is thus an important step in the process of
synthesizing parallel hardware from algorithms.  It determines such things as the
placement of pipeline registers, the latency and throughput of the circuit, and the
order and rate that inputs are consumed and outputs produced.

Scheduling of hierarchical systems can be done by flattening the structure and then
scheduling.  However, this leads to huge, difficult to solve linear programming
problems, and defeats the advantages of  structured systems.  After flattening,
information about program structure is lost and it is difficult to reconstitute the
hierarchy.  Structured scheduling is simpler and preserves the hierarchical structure.

We have been using ALPHA[1,2] to model and synthesize parallel hardware.
Structured hardware modules map easily onto ALPHA subsystems.  Primitive
hardware modules have been designed, and corresponding ALPHA models written, to
implement a large set of basic arithmetic operators. When synthesizing hardware
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using a library of pre-designed hardware modules, the subsystems written to model
library modules are necessarily pre-scheduled. We develop the scheduling constraints
imposed on a calling system when it instantiates (calls) a subsystem.

As part of the synthesis process, arithmetic operators in recurrence equations are
replaced by calls to low-level, pre-scheduled subsystems that model the hardware
designed to perform those operations. This leads to the following assumptions:
1. After substituting arithmetic operations with calls to subsystems, all computation is

done in the low level subsystems that model and map to hardware.  The calling
system only instantiates these subsystems and specifies “delay-free”
interconnections between them.

2. Before a system is scheduled, all subsystems that it calls have been previously
scheduled, that is, timing functions exist for both the outputs (saying when they are
computed) and the inputs (saying when they are first used) of every subsystem.
All instances of a subsystem use a single common subsystem schedule.

3. The subsystem schedules are available to, and are used by the scheduler when
scheduling the calling system.

Defining and Instantiating ALPHA Subsystems

The ALPHA language gives a formal syntax and semantics for writing systems of
recurrence equations that maintains the generality and power of the recurrence
equation model [1,2].  A recent extension of the language supports the hierarchical
and structural representation of algorithms using subsystem calls [3]. To promote
generality and reusability, (sub)systems are parameterized by size parameters that are
used to specify the size and shape of input and output data arrays.  The interface to a
subsystem is thus declared as a set of input and output array variables declared over
parameterized polyhedral-shaped index domains.

An ALPHA (sub)system [5] is defined as follows:
system xyz : returns var ; let tel;D I D O D locals bodyP I O( : , ) ( : , );! !

where xyz is the subsystem name, DP is the parameter domain which specifies the
parameter indices and the restrictions placed on them, I and O are the input and
output variable names, and DI and DO are their respective index domains, locals are
local variables and body is a system of affine recurrence equations that describe how
to compute the outputs as functions of the
inputs.

The precomputed schedule for a (sub)sys-
tem is represented in an ALPHA format as shown
to the right.  Each input and output has its own
schedule (shown as g and h in the example on
the right) that specifies when each input is first
used and when each output is computed,
relative to each other.  This relative time is
called subsystem time.

After having been declared, a subsystem is
used by arraying instances of the subsystem,

system xyz : returns ( );
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one instance for each index point in a parameterized polyhedral-shaped instantiation
domain.  A subsystem can be called hierarchically from another system using the
syntax:

 ∀ ∈z Tz Px QyDE xyz A B: [ ] ( [ ]) ( [ ]);use  returns 

This statement instantiates an array of instances of xyz using DDDDE
, the instantiation

domain.  One instance of  subsystem xyz is created for every integer point z in domain
DDDDE

.   The matrix T defines an affine map from z and calling system parameters to the
subsystem parameters such that ∀ ∈ ∈z TzD DE P: .  The matrix P maps index points

in the domain of formal input I to the domain of actual input A.  Likewise, matrix Q
maps index points in the domain of formal output O into the index domain of the
actual output B.  When instantiated, subsystem variables (formals) are array-extended
by crossing (Def: ( ){ }D E D E× = ∈ ∈x, y x , y ) the instantiation domain,    DDDDE

, with the

local domains of the variables declared in the subsystem definition.

Scheduling Subsystems

We extend existing methods for scheduling recurrence equations [4,5] by deriving the
additional constraints needed to cover the dependences between calling system and
instances of a subsystem.

We assume that the timing function of a variable x[ ]v  in a subsystem

parameterized by N ∈DP  is t hx
T T( , )v N h v h N= + +1 2 3 , an affine combination of

index vector v and subsystem parameter vector N.  If this subsystem is array-
instantiated by the statement “∀ ∈z TzDE xyz: [ ]use  ” then variable x[ ]v  must be

instance-array extended by index vector z, becoming x[ , ]v z  before it can be used in

the calling system. The calling system extended timing function t x ( , , )v z M
functions maps instance-array extended variable x[ , ]v z  to time in the calling system

as a function of calling system parameters M.  As a byproduct of instantiation, the
subsystem parameter vector N is set to Tz T z T M T= + +1 2 3

.  When scheduling

instances of subsystems, the system extended timing function must be subsystem time
invariant, meaning that the extended schedules cannot change the intrinsic properties
of time within the subsystem— a relative delay between two computation events must
be the same in both the subsystem and the extended subsystem.  A result of this
property is that for any given instance (fixed value of z), the timing function for an
extended variable is its subsystem timing function plus an instance-specific fixed time
displacement. This time displacement function is t rT T( , )z M r z r M= + +1 2 3

, an

affine combination of the instance array index z and the calling system parameter
vector M., and evaluates to a constant time for given values of z and M.  Subsystem

time invariance requires that the coefficient vector [ ]r r r= 1 2 3
T T T

r  be constant for

all instances generated by a single use-statement.  The derivation of the system
extended timing function follows:
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Thus, extended timing functions for formal subsystem input and output variables are
obtained by simply adding an affine function of the instance index z to the local
subsystem timing function.  This function computes the time displacement for each
instance of a subsystem.  Structured scheduling not only derives a timing function for
each variable, but also a time displacement function is also for each use-statement.

The semantics of passing arguments in and out of subsystems give the following
equations.

Passing in an input argument:   (arrayed formal)  (actual)
Passing out an output argument:   (actual)  (arrayed formal)

I A
B O
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
x Px
Qy y

=
=

A subsystem input must be computed before it is first used and an output of a
subsystem is computed at the same time it is computed in the subsystem.  This leads
to the following dependences, one for each input argument, and one for each output
argument (the symbol & is read as “depends on”):
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 (arrayed formal input)  (actual input)  with delay .
 (actual output)  (arrayed formal output)  with no delay

&

&

0

and these dependences  in turn generate the inequalities that constrain the timing
functions for the actual (system) arguments and the extended timing functions
(derived above) for the formal (subsystem) arguments.  Space does not allow further
elaboration here, however additional details and examples can be found in [6].
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